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The Catholic Church World Government
The doctrine of the Catholic Church was that the Jewish god YHVH by his incarnation Rabbi
Yesu [Jesus] the messiah of the Jews had been given dominion over the entire world this
includes Humans, animals, land, everything. And that until Rabbi Yesu returns in the second
coming the Vicar of Christ. The title of which means one who acts as the agent and authority of
YHVH. The Vicar of Christ also known as the Pope would rule the world and be the sole divine
world king who commands are absolute the word of YHVH the Jewish god. And the entire
society was set according to a blueprint which is the Hebrew religion the Torah and later Bible.
Would you be surprised to learn the Jews created this. The Jews took over Rome with the
Flavian Dynasty which they created the Catholic Church and wrote the Bible with the founder of
this dynasty put a statue to the Jew who made him emperor and created the dynasty up in
Rome..... The Church states the loyal Jews to Yesu the "Sons of Moses" created the Christian
Church. What is the entire point of the Catholic Church it has always been to create a political
infrastructure for the Jewish religion to materialize by physical and spiritual power the world
government of the Jews as wrote in their Torah. And have their Messiah ben David the Jewish
messiah the Rabbi's are working to manifest have the throne of the Pope to rule a world
government from. Under the Catholic Church the population where made literal slave property
of the Church worked on large slave planation's ruled over by the Churches army the Nobles
who's power was depended upon the Pope. And all the land, wealth and power was controlled
by the top Dynasty of Jews that ran the church. Which is what the Jewish religion commands all
the land, wealth and power is to be owned only by the Jews and the Gentiles are to be property
of the Jews and work as their slaves to make them rich. The Gentiles of the slave caste almost
the entire population had to wear a special uniform color to denote their slave status to the Jews
as well.

The laws the Catholic Church imposed on the world are all Jewish Mosaic law which the Jewish
religion commands are to be imposed on the Gentiles as their slaves. This is why all Pagan

cultures were destroyed and being Hellenic meaning Pagan was punished with the death
penalty by the Church. This is what the Jewish religion orders.
There has not been a Pope that was not a Jew which sometimes comes into the open in history
with the well known Borgia's who where known crypto Jews:

Take a look at that Jew Pope.

This also gets out in our times as well. John Paul the second was a Jew from Poland named
Katz
And the Jesuits were founded by a Jew and with a gang of Jews and their exercises are from
the Jewish kabbalah. The Jesuits run the Vatican behind the scenes and have appointed and
removed Popes. Its no mistake the Jews merged their money power elites the Rothschild's into
the Vatican power structure in the 19th century along with their control of the Free Mason's with
the P2 lodges and Knights of Malta. They are just centralizing their power structure for more
efficient control around their Catholic Church. When their Church lost enough power the Jewish
Jesuits sat down with other Jewish leaders like Frank and Rothschild and Warburg and created
Communism which is the same program. Which is why the Jewish Jesuits created Liberation
Theology which is Christian Communism and spread this around Latin America to promote
Communist revolution. Where the Communist regime takes over the Catholic Church stays in
control behind the scenes and the Jews maintain their most important infrastructure the Catholic
Church the more secular elements of the population are just given a secular indoctrination into
Christian ideology which merges in the mass mind into the Christian thought form and keeps it
going. Which the Jews need to manifest their messiah and gain global control.
The point of Communism was to save the Catholic Church for the Jews. This is why that Jesuit
Pope Francis was begging the Catholic's to pray the rosary as much as possible this October to
generate enough power to send into this YHVH vortex of occult power and aid his Jewish tribes
most important occult Torah rituals done the same month to keep the vortex of energy their
YHVH alive and going as they are losing the needed psychic, spiritual energies to maintain their
world government agenda.
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Christianity is where you believe a jewish rabbi created the universe and your all the property of
the jews.

